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HELLION FOR HIRE #5: FUNAKADELIC COLOR
by Billy Tucci
You can say that making a comic book is like
cooking. Gather the right ingredients, mix in
the right amounts at the right time and you've
got one amazing meal. On the other hand,
you risk a recipe for culinary disaster that
should be thrown away. But with comics
there's much more at stake than a heaving
visit to the toilet. Lots of money is involved so
and the "ingredients" have much more
responsibility than just to "pinch" in.
What I'm trying to say is that if editor Mark
Paniccia is the chef on Heroes For Hire,
then the creative team are the ingredients
and must mix well with one another. Jimmy
Palmiotti and Justin Gray have spun a very
entertaining tale of heroes and villains while
Tom Palmer is a seasoned pro who has
been more mentor to me than art partner.
Which brings us now to what some believe to
be the most important aspect to a comic
book's success or failure in today's market the coloring. Or as they write outside the
United States, "colouring." I have been
extremely fortunate to work with all of the
above mentioned men on "Heroes For Hire"
and feel the same about this week's subject.
Last week we visited the North-Eastern
United States to interview the legendary Tom Palmer. Now let us make our way across the fruited
plains to Monterrey, Mexico to sit down with Heroes For Hire colorist, the very talented Marte
Garcia.
Please note that the included pages might still be "works in progress" and
not "finals" that make it to print.
Billy Tucci: Hola Marte! Welcome to "Hellion For Hire". Please give us a
little background about the man who is Marte Garcia.
Marte Garcia: Hello to you too, Billy its great to be a part of your column! i
feel like a rock star! Well, I live in Monterrey, México, that's in the north-east
of my country and on the border with United States. I'm 26 years old and
live with my two cats and a bunch of punks in a house near the studio. I'm
the youngest of four sons and I really get along with my family who have
always supported me with this comic book thing! [laughs] It pays the bills
too, so they are happy.
BT: What's your art education? Did you go to a university, art school, self-taught? Did you have a
mentor?
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MG: I think this is the same with all of us, drawing has been a constant in my life and I started
drawing at a very early age, but I got really interested in comics when i got this book from Stan Lee
and Buscema How to Draw Comics: the Marvel Way.
BT: I still use that book myself!
MG: It's great and I was like 12 at the time and got
completely hooked into drawing. I never stopped and of
course had to colour all my stuff, so back then I had no
computer and used watercolours (which is my favorite
technique I might add). I went to the Visual Arts Faculty at
my University, and graduated as Graphic Designer, a
profession I like but have never had the chance to work in.
It was around 1996 when I first got my hands into
Photoshop. I think it was the 4.0 version at the time... it
was very different from what it is now and have been trying
to improve since then. Overall, I think my art education is a
mixture of what I learned from my teachers, from my
friends, of what I discover myself and what comes up as
happy mistakes. That's so Bob Ross isn't it?
BT: Being from Mexico, how did you break into the
industry? Did you meet an editor at a convention? Go to
New York or Portland to meet with the folks from Marvel or
Dark Horse?
MG: It was very funny because i had no need to do any of that, my friends at Studio F had already
broke into the industry and published books like Battlegods (for Dark Horse) and worked with many
artists on other books as colourists. So they invited me to work in the studio because more hands
were needed, as we're a small group of four artists. So overnight, I was working for Marvel and Dark
Horse being all lucky and fulfilling my geek-dreams. It's been three years since that day and I have to
say that it's been an amazing experience. I've had the chance to work with many guys I admired
since I was younger and that simply rocks!
BT: That's very cool. So what was the first book?
MG: My very first work as a colourist was a couple pages of
Venom #2. It was the very first day I got into Studio F, and
Edgar Delgado asked me to do those. I was pretty nervous
at the time, because of all the pressure. The pages ended up
being very dull, but they did the job. My first assignment as
full colourist was a miniseries at Dark Horse named Hell. I
learnt a lot with that book, especially to not over-render stuff
that will just be lost during the printing process.
BT: What kind of computer do you use? A PC? A Mac?
MG: I use a PC with WIN XP SP2. Pentium 4 processor at
3.20 GHz 512 MBs RAM 200 GBs Hard Drive. It's not the
system but what you can do with it.
BT: True, so what program do you color in?
MG: I use Adobe Photoshop CS2 and can't imagine my life without this program!
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BT: Do you use a drawing tablet? If yes why? If no, what do you
use and why?
MG: I use an Intuos 2 Wacom Tablet and my Nostromo Pad
when I'm at home. Using a tablet makes the interaction between
hand/program smoother because the tablet makes the
experience of colouring more life-like and it also detects the
pressure you apply to the pen and your brush register that while
colouring. But when I play video games on the PC there's
nothing better than your good ol' mouse. Heh.
BT: Are you going to Comic Con International in San Diego this
year?
MG: Sadly, I won't be attending the SDCC this year. The
American Embassy denied me the visa needed to enter the
country, so that sucks.
BT: Yes it does. I was looking forward to meeting you in person.
So besides Heroes for Hire, are you doing any other comic
book work?
MG: I'm colouring Marvel Team Up, this book is nothing but FUN, FUN, FUN. It's written by Robert
Kirkman and has been drawn by many artists during its two year run like Scott Kollins, Paco Medina
and now Roger Cruz. I've had the chance to colour many characters I like - the book ends on issue
#25, and Robert is cooking an amazing ending for this series, so if you have a chance grab the book!
BT: I will. So who are your favorite comic book artists?
MG: That's a hard question, but I should have to start with Jim Lee, that guy just rocks! Also, Chris
Bachalo, Travis Charest and Mike Mignola. I'm a manga
reader as well so I also like Japanese artists Yoshiyuki
Sadamoto, Suehiro Maruo, Tsutomu Nihei.
BT: How about painters/colorists?
MG: Edgar Delgado (don't tell him!), Arnold Tsang and
Yoshiyuki Sadamoto as well.
BT: How long does it take you to do a page, and what are the
process/steps? For example, do you do it per panel,
characters or colors in various stages?
MG: Hmmm... that depends on the deadline! Seriously, I
complete about two pages daily, that's my regular pace. I can
do three or four if I have to, but my brain ends up like an
overcooked meatball - and we don't want that. But well if there
are some splash pages or covers, those go fast and I can do a
bit more.
BT: Mexico has just gone through a very hotly contested election. Did you vote?
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MG: Yes I voted, I was going to put stickers into my ballot card and make it a fail, but when I realized
who the candidates were, I had to step out of my light anarchy and vote for the less worse of the
candidates.
BT: So, who did you vote for? Was it either Felipe Calderon or Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador? If so,
why?
MG: Shhh, the vote is secret! I actually voted for Calderon. It's quite simple, the other guy Obrador
has this slogan "Lets disappear the rich!"
Well, I am not rich but would like to have more money during the next years! Besides, he has no
passport and he speaks no English, that sucks for a president in my opinion. Calderon is the same
as the actual president Vicente Fox which has been the funniest president ever. Hopefully he will
keep up the legend.
BT: Aside from art, do you have any hobbies? What do you do on your "off time?"
MG: I love cooking, whenever i have a chance i try to come up with something new at the kitchen new for me at least. I really enjoy cooking, it's like colouring, but with food. I also love video games!
I'm playing Ghost Recon A.W. for the X-Box 360 at the moment. It's amazing because the game
takes place in Mexico City and I have been at most of the places shown at the game. It rocks!

BT: Thanks Marte, it's a joy working with you on Heroes For Hire and I'm sorry for the tight
deadlines.
MG: No, thank you Billy, it's really cool to work with you -- you have the style!
A quick personal note - I really appreciate Marte's time and swear that no money was exchanged
during this interview. I also now believe that the proper way to write color is "colour."
Tally Ho!
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About Billy Tucci and Crusade Fine Arts, Ltd.
Billy Tucci is the award-winning creator, writer and publisher of the graphic series Shi. Lion Eyes Entertainment has recently optioned
Shi for a major motion picture with actress Zhang Ziyi is attached to star. An award winning filmmaker in his own right, he's currently
writing the screenplay with Kevin Bernhardt. June 2006 will see the debut of a new Shi Convention sketchbook and the 576 page
"Definitive Shi" while Billy makes his penciling debut for Marvel with August's "Heroes For Hire" (written by Justin Gray and Jimmy
Palmiotti). He's also the creator and writer of Narwain Publishing's "Zombie-sama!" and invites you all to join his message forum on
www.williamtucci.com

Discussion Thread: http://forum.newsarama.com/showthread.php?t=76031

randomengine

07-06-2006 12:25 PM

Looking good....

Zain

07-06-2006 12:34 PM

I'm stoked. Looks like a bunch of cool blokes working together that love what they do.
Thats a good recipe.

Howard

07-06-2006 12:39 PM

Interesting article. Sucks about MTU being axed at 25, but it's had a decent run.
Hopefully this won't put the kibosh on Super-Villain Team-Up.
I voted for Armando Alejandro Estrada but he didn't win.

sll01

07-06-2006 01:21 PM

Billy is Marte also painting the Covers?
I love how Taranatula is looking. She is hot.
And that Black Cat one word BRAVO!!!

Billy Tucci
Quote:

Originally Posted by sll01
Billy is Marte also painting the Covers?
I love how Taranatula is looking. She is hot.
And that Black Cat one word BRAVO!!!
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No Scott. Mark Sparacio is!
Next week's column will focus on Mark and how he paints cover off of my drawings.
It'll be a hoot, with step by step photos of the various stages of pencils to paints.

Mundungus

07-06-2006 01:59 PM

Tarantula looks great.
Keep it up.

Beheader

07-06-2006 02:39 PM

Question that might have been asked before:
Is this the same female version of Tarantula that was in Agent X/Deadpool that
apparently got shot with the female version of Batroc the Leaper by Taskmaster?

EvilEric

07-06-2006 02:54 PM

Another great article! Got to say that theres some mighty pretty pictures there:)

BlackCatGuy

07-06-2006 04:41 PM

Hey Billy, your Black Cat looks even HOTTER in color! Marte's colors (sorry......"colours"
:D ) really compliment your pencils and Tom's inks!
This book is gonna be a bona fide HIT!!! Thanks again for a great column! Mike:cool:
And next week's guest is Mark Sparacio? Break out the coin, cause I'm buying!

JLAJRC

07-06-2006 06:32 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Howard
Interesting article. Sucks about MTU being axed at 25, but it's had a decent run.
Hopefully this won't put the kibosh on Super-Villain Team-Up.
I voted for Armando Alejandro Estrada but he didn't win.
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That's what stuck out to me the most. I like MTU. What's this about Super-Villain
Teamup?
Cute WWE joke.

Predabot1

07-06-2006 11:47 PM

Mr Garcia appears to be the proof that the dream can come true for us with
technicolour-dreams. :)
That's some wicked speed he's got, 2 pages a day?? One page takes more than a week
atleast for me! ^^

beta-ray

07-07-2006 02:44 AM

Yet another great column! Thanks again for all the insights Mr. Tucci!

Jeremy Williams

07-07-2006 02:50 AM

I don`t want to sound..you know..but to me that`s a book where the artwork was by
far superior in black & white. I even compared Bill to another George Perez when I saw
the picks orginally. But with the colours added it`s just doesn`t look the same. In fact it
goes from out-of-this world gorgeous to..average. I kid you not that`s the effect it does
when I look at it. It`s such a departure that while earlier I was excited by the book, I
later on decided to not have Heroes for Hire on my pull list when I saw the finished
product. The coloring kills the artwork. :(

boomboom

07-07-2006 04:07 AM

welll
I do agree that Billy's pencilwork looks like the best he has done sequentially
like..ever....he rocks bigtime...
But the coloring to me is very good and amplifies the feel I get and just truly loving
every piece shown here...
My eyes are just bleeding from joy...
I just love the quality of work Tucci brings to his sequential work...it is just so
amazingly lovingly rendered and shows a true master...I am really glad he gets the
chance to shine brightly and the fact that he now has a chance to let more people
(mainstream does that) see how amazing he truly is!!
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jsniderfamil

07-07-2006 09:32 AM

Tarantula will be my favorite in this series. She is sleek and the hair reminds me of
Roxy on Gen13.

Billy Tucci

07-07-2006 12:41 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by BlackCatGuy
Hey Billy, your Black Cat looks even HOTTER in color! Marte's colors
(sorry......"colours" :D ) really compliment your pencils and Tom's inks!
This book is gonna be a bona fide HIT!!! Thanks again for a great column! Mike:cool:
And next week's guest is Mark Sparacio? Break out the coin, cause I'm buying!

You better bring that coin and here's a sneak peek at the cover to issue #3. Paints will
debut in next week's column.

Billy Tucci

07-07-2006 12:47 PM

Thank you guys, you all made my weekend!
Jeremy, please remember that this isn't the final product. Please let me know what you
think when the book comes out!
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Have a great weekend! Go Italy!

BlackCatGuy

07-07-2006 01:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
You better bring that coin and here's a sneak peek at the cover to issue #3. Paints will
debut in next week's column.

GOOD GOD ALMIGHTY!!!!!
Fan-flippin-TASTIC!!!:D :D :D :D :D
Billy, like I said, and absolutely nothing against Terry Dodson's Cat, but you are doing
the DEFINITIVE Black Cat!!
thankyouthankyouthankyou!!
(I think I'm in love!!):o
(oh yeah, and I really.....REALLY wish I was Cap's shield!!)

Howard

07-07-2006 08:51 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by JLAJRC
That's what stuck out to me the most. I like MTU. What's this about Super-Villain
Teamup?
Cute WWE joke.

It was first mentioned in one of Mark Paniccia's (think it was him) books a month or
three back, he just mentioned the title on a letters page or something.
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Then there's this interview. http://www.newsarama.com/marvelnew/T...rnLegends.html
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